
Summer Blahs
My kids are driving me nuts!!  It’s the middle of summer, and
although I’ve scarcely heard the words, “I’m bored”, my kids
are driving me and each other up the walls and back down
again.   My  3  girls  (ages  10,  6,  and  3)  are  bickering
constantly!  By the time I get their brother (age 2) down for
a nap in the afternoon, I’m so exhausted that I really cherish
my “me” time, which is always laced with sounds of the girls’
fighting  and  bickering.   My  husband  suggested  we  do  more
activities together (we read books and color in the mornings,
and I take them to the library every day to play), but it’s a
vicious cycle.  The more they fight, the less I want to do
with them, and the less I do with them, the more they fight,
as if their fighting could increase.  I am so thankful that
Friday is the day when I get to meet their Grandma in South
Bend and arrange a trade – 3 girls to Grandma’s for the
week!!  I could not be looking forward to it more!  Sure, I’ll
miss them, but given the way they’ve been acting lately, it
will be a challenge for me to not dread the monotony of the
summer continuing when they get back.  I can think of plenty
of things to do, but like I said, I’m so exhausted by the
constant refereeing (aren’t refs supposed to be paid?) that
it’s hard to find the energy to facilitate an activity and
clean it up.  Wait, Grandma reads my blog, I better not dwell
on the fighting too much.  Wouldn’t want to change her mind
about next week!!

Only 39 days until school starts!  One week at Grandma’s and
10 weekend days, so really only 22 days left – not that I’m
counting  or  anything…   Now  where  is  that  countdown  timer
widget?  �
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